
LOST  AND  FOUND  ITEMS 

 White metal linked ID bracelet with the name Kelly on the front and Lady ?     

on the back. 

 Yellow metal diamond ring with E A ? engraved on the inside. 

 White metal linked ID bracelet with Linda on the front and ? on the back 

 Mans yellow metal signet ring with KJ-?  10-11-56 

 Childs yellow metal ID bracelet with Hollie-Lou engraved on the front and ? 

engraved on the back 

 Childs yellow metal ID bracelet with Megan engraved on the front and 8-2-?? 

on the back. 

 Mans yellow metal heavy wedding ring with DMJ/MJC  16.0?.?? 

 Nurses silver watch with Linda engraved on the front. 

 White metal ID bracelet with Ryan engraved on the front and Love dad and ? 

on the back. 

 White metal ID bracelet with Leonie engraved on the front and ? on the back. 

 Childs yellow metal ID bracelet with Kelly engraved on the front and 22/11/?? 

on the back. 

 White metal Pandora charm bracelet with November engraved on one of the 

charms. 

 White metal St Christopher with Nicholas Allen 17/11/?? engraved on the back. 

 White metal bangle with Elizabeth 2-5-?? Engraved on the back. 

 2 coloured metal mans ring with 3 clear stones. L B ??/03/05 engraved on  

the inside. 

 Yellow metal ring with a boys name engraved on the front. 

 Yellow metal mans ring with Mizpah and 10/06/?? engraved on the inside. 

 Yellow metal signet ring with two initials on the front. 

 Yellow metal band with M.L.M.C and P.A.?.? engraved on the inside. 

 Yellow metal cufflink with AJ? engraved on it. 

 Yellow metal band with GIL 25/01/???? engraved on the inside. 

 Yellow metal band with Gorete 04/03/?? engraved on the inside. 

 Yellow metal bracelet with Jo-anne on the front.  Love Nanny and Grandad     

21-3-19?? On the inside. 

 Blue/white surfboard 

 Squier guitar and case 

 Scaffolding joints, lamps and black bag plus a Stanley box filled with an 

assortment of items. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


